THE MIT TAE KWON DO CLUB
MEMBER FORM

Continuing members must complete once a year when requested and place in club bag.
New members should complete and give (in person) to the Head or Assistant Instructor when accepting a formal invitation to join the club. You will be quizzed on the contents of the Rules and Terminology sheet when you turn in this form.

Please write clearly.

Date

Official name (as known to MIT):

I prefer to be called

Circle your MIT affiliation: MIT undergrad student MIT grad student
MIT alum MIT faculty
MIT staff student cross-enrolled at MIT
family (circle another also)

Undergrads, circle your year: 1 2 3 4+

Athletic card number (aka MIT ID number):

Home phone number:

Email address (for club-related email):

Uniform sizes (continuing members only, if known): dobak: _______ belt: _______

Newcomer package fee (new members only) A fee of $75 for new members covers one semester’s dues, a uniform and patch, a complete set of sparring gear, and a gear bag. Please turn in this form with a check made out to “The MIT Tae Kwon Do Club” for $75. Make sure your name is on the check and please put “newcomer package” in the memo area.

If you cannot afford this amount, tell the Head or Assistant Instructor, and the fee will be reduced (please refer to the club policy explained in the “Costs” section of the Welcome sheet, which is in the Welcome packet and at http://web.mit.edu/tkd/welcome-packet.pdf The fee will also be reduced if you already have some suitable equipment (please show it to the Head or Assistant Instructor for approval).

Essential information Please write down any information about you—for example, a permanent medical condition—that the instructor of every class should know. The information will be shared only with instructors. (Information that is merely temporary, such as an injury or illness, should instead be given to the instructor before each class.)

MEMBER FORM CONTINUES ON PAGE 2!

Version: 3 Sep 08
Available at http://web.mit.edu/tkd/member-form new pdf
Jewelry exceptions  The club uniform does not permit wearing jewelry, but we make some exceptions for members who feel strongly that they do not want to remove certain items such as wedding bands and symbols of religious devotion (see the Etiquette sheet for a detailed description of the uniform). If you feel strongly about wearing an item of jewelry during training, please list it here and show it to the Head or Assistant Instructor when you turn in this form (or for continuing members, when you next see one of them). We can make exceptions only for items that do not protrude and thus endanger other students.

New Member Checklist  (for use by Head/Assistant Instructor)

- form is completely filled out ☑
- Rules and Terminology quiz ☑
- check for “newcomer package” collected $________
- check signed ☑ made out correctly ☑ “newcomer package” in memo ☑
- medical conditions reviewed ☑
- jewelry exceptions approved ☑
- equipment distributed (NOTE: try-on sizes are in the old blue duffel):
  - Etiquette sheet ☑
  - uniform (size: ______) ☑ remind student: remove labels—there’s a seamripper in the equipment locker
  - patch ☑
  - mouthguard ☑
  - mouthguard case ☑
  - shinstep pads ☑
  - forearm pads ☑
  - punches ☑
  - gear bag ☑
  - groin protector (males) ☑

Instructor’s initials: ____________________

(1) Put the check (or a note if waiver granted) in the “To the Treasurer” envelope in the club bag.

(2) Put this form in the “Completed Member Forms” slot in the club bag.